Introduction
This is a new solar age. Humans have been using up fossil fuels for last few hundred years. To use the sun energy more directly we must put more effort technological. The sun light or solar energy is easily and economically available in the space, so by this solar tracker we can use most of the part of it. We have photovoltaic technologies that help us towards a solar future. The PV panels are usually mounted on the roof of the house or at a near open area to face the sun. The PV panels fix in a way that they follow country latitude angle.
These trackers automatically change its position with respect to sun rays to collect as much solar energy. It is more convenient and efficient to use a sun tracking system. In this tracking system, the surface of the panel tracks the sun throughout the day. To achieve maximum power output from PV cells, the sunlight angle needs to be constantly perpendicular to the solar panel. This requires constant tracking of the sun during daytime, and hence develops an automated sun tracking system which carries the solar panel and positions it in such a way that direct sunlight is always focused on the solar cells. Moving to automatic tracking, this can be around either one or two axes. One -axis tracking is generally adequate for non concentrating systems and for systems using low -to -medium concentrations. Many systems, including large power plants, are based on flat plate PV modules and use tracking without any concentration .
II.
The Light Dependent Resistors Most of the ports of the 89S52 have 'dual function' meaning that they can be used for two different functions.
Figure 3 89S52 Architecture
The controller board consists of three parts: the AT89S52 microcontroller which represents the brain of the system, the sensing part which represents the 'eyes', and the motor part or the actuator. Fig.4 shows the controller board, and the complete circuit diagram.
Figure 4 Controller Board IV (a). The 16f84a Clock Oscillator
The choice of microcontroller clock source determines some of its fundamental Operatingcharacteristics. While "faster is better" in terms of operating speed and Programming execution, faster is definitely worse in terms of power consumption, and also possibly in terms of electromagnetic interference. All timed elements within the microcontroller almost invariably depend on the clock characteristics. If table and accurate timing is required, then the clock oscillator must be stable and accurate. The 16F84A can be configured to operate in four different oscillator modes, allowing implementation of RC, crystal or ceramic oscillators. It can also accept an external clock source. The user selects which mode is to be used by setting the oscillator mode during the PIC programming. 4MHz oscillator is considered an optimum choice when working with applications such as Solar Tracking (10) .4MHz crystal and two (22pF) capacitors make up an oscillator that is required by the microcontroller. see Fig. 4 .
IV (b). Voltage Regulation
The DC motor does not require voltage regulation; however, the microcontroller does require a steady, regulated 5 volts positive supply with respect to ground. The LM7805 is a +5 V regulator.
IV(c). The H-Bridge Motor Driver
L293D is a dual H-Bridge motor driver. So with one IC, two DC motors can be interfaced which can be controlled in both clockwise and counter clockwise directions and its direction of motion can also be fixe d. The four I/O's can be used to connect up to four DC motors. L293D has output current of 600mA and peak output current of 1.2A per channel. Moreover for the protection of the circuit from back EMF, output diodes are included within the IC. The output supply (VCC2) has a wide range from 4.5V to 36V, which has made L293D a best choice for DC motor driver. The name "H-Bridge" is derived from the actual shape of the switching circuit which controls the motion of the motor. It is also known as "Full Bridge". By using two motors the robot can be moved in any direction. This steering Mechanism of the robot is called differential drive. Fig 5 shows the connection of H-bridge motor driver.
V. System Mechanical Construction
This paper proposed a solar tracking system which is simply a base platform that has a shape of a rectangle. The base platform has 4 solar plates the whole panel is connected with DC gear motor. Reed switch is provided for properly balancing the DC motor.
Figure 5 H-bridge Motor Driver

VI. System Software And Operation
The Sun moves nominally 0.25° angle of the sky every minute. So the speed of rotation is not critical . To achieve high resolution and low power consumption a DC motor with high torque gear transmissions is chosen to perform the rotation. The solar panel rotates across the sky with the help of microcontroller and motor. The microcontroller reads the light intensity measured by sensor A (LDR1) and sensor B(LDR2). The higher the light intensity the less is the corresponding 
VII. Cost Considerations
The cost is a very important factor in the system design process. The proposed sun tracking system is a mechatronics system. For the mechanical part the goal was to build a simple but reliable frame that can hold the solar panel and the controller board. The simpler the design, the lower the cost. To make the cost as low as possible the AT89S52 microcontroller has been used, this has a limited set of peripherals, chosen for small and low-cost applications.
VIII. Results and Conclusions
This paper proposed a sun tracking system based on AT89S52 microcontroller. The paper shows how to develop and implement a single axis solar tracking system with minimum cost. The mechanical structure was very simple and reliable, it was designed such that the entire controller board fit within the base platform of the sun tracker system. The controller circuit has been designed with a minimal number of components, to minimize the cost, and has been integrated onto a single board for simple assembly. The software was simple and easy to understand. Suitable components and a geared dc motor were used for the prototype model, which exhibit a clear, stable,and precise movement to face the sun. The efficiency of this system is up to 98%. 
